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FIG. 6. (Color online) Reduction of the measured nucleon knock-
out cross sections (spectroscopic strength) relative to theoretical
values as a function of the difference in separation energies of
the two nucleon species, !S (see text). The data points are from
Refs. [5,13–16,19,24]. Those from the present work, labeled 24Si and
28S, appear on the extreme left- and right-hand sides of the figure.
Only experimental uncertainties are included.

of the differences in separation energies of the deficient and
excess nucleon species in the projectile, !S. For proton
removal we define !S = Sp ! Sn and for neutron removal
!S = Sn ! Sp, where Sn and Sp are the effective nucleon
separation energies. The quantity !S is a measure of the
asymmetry of the Fermi surfaces in each nucleus. !S takes
on large negative values for reactions where a weakly bound
nucleon of the excess species is removed and large positive
values for reactions where a strongly bound nucleon of the
deficient species is removed.

The plot includes data points from both heavy-ion-induced
one-proton and one-neutron knockout reactions and from
the electron-induced proton removal from stable nuclei.
Unlike the earlier comparisons of the (e, e"p) spectroscopic
strengths with the extreme independent-particle model, that
yield factors Rs # 0.6-0.7, here we compare with shell-model
spectroscopic factors, as was carried out in Ref. [24]. Near
!S = 0 — the stable and well-bound systems — the values
cluster around reduction factors Rs # 0.5–0.7, with heavy-ion
and electron-induced knockout in agreement. At the extremes
of nuclear binding, reduction factors Rs # 0.25–0.40 are
found in the removal of a nucleon of the deficient species [e.g.,
the results from the present study of (24Si,23Si) and (28S,27S),
whereas the reduction factors are much closer to unity, with
Rs # 0.80–1.0, when the removed nucleon is in excess (e.g.,
the results from the present study of (24Si,23Al) and (28S, 27P)].
The results of the present work fit nicely into the existing
systematics and give additional support to the suggestion
that the strength of correlation effects, missing to an (as yet)
unknown extent from effective interaction theories — here the
shell model — depend on the asymmetry of the two nucleon
Fermi surfaces. The present work suggests an enhancement of
the correlation effects experienced by strongly bound valence
nucleons of the deficient type and weakened correlations of
the excess nucleons at the weakly bound Fermi surface.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Deduced values of Rs for the reactions
9Be(24Si,23Al)X and 9Be(24Si,23Si)X as obtained using different
Skyrme parametrizations as input to the HF calculations used for
the reaction methodology. The Rs factors obtained when using the
Skm$, Sly4, Bsk9, Skxs15, Skxs20, and Skxs25 interactions agree
within the quoted uncertainties on the value deduced using the SkX
Skyrme parametrization used here. The SkX values are indicated by
the horizontal lines.

Finally, we address the sensitivity of the reaction method-
ology to details of the Skyrme interaction used to constrain
the residue densities and the rms radii rsp of the wave
functions of the removed nucleons. Figure 7 shows the
deduced suppression factors Rs for the reactions 9Be (24Si,
23Al)X and 9Be(24Si, 23Si)X for several different Skyrme
parametrizations, including the SkX model, favored here.

As mentioned in Sec. III, we use the SkX Skyrme inter-
action [35] for the nuclear densities and single-particle rms
radii because it has been extensively tested with regard to size
and binding energy observables [36–38]. But there are other
Skyrme parameter sets available. The main difference between
them can be related to the nuclear-matter incompressibility K
and the slope of the neutron equation-of-state near nuclear-
matter density Pn. Pn is correlated with the neutron-skin
thickness in nuclei with N %= Z [52] and hence can be a
source of uncertainty for the densities and single-particle radii
in nuclei far from stability. The SkX interaction has a relatively
large incompressibility, K = 270 MeV, and a neutron skin of
T = rn ! rp = 0.16 fm for 208Pb, where rp/n is the rms radius
for protons/neutrons. Thus, we need to test the sensitivity of
our results to reasonable variations in the Skyrme parameters
related to these quantities. The results for one-proton and
one-neutron removal from 24Si are shown in Fig. 7. Skm$ [53]
is used because it gives a slightly better surface diffuseness for
the charge density [37,54] compared to SkX. This change can
be traced to a smaller nuclear matter incompressibility, which
is smaller for Skm$ (K = 215 MeV) compared to SkX. The
recent Skxs15, Skxs20, and Skxs25 Skyrme interactions [54]
represent a reasonable variation of neutron-skin thickness in
208Pb [52], with T = 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 fm, respectively,
and all have K = 200 MeV. We also compare to results
with the widely used Sly4 interaction [55] (K = 230 MeV
and T = 0.16 fm) and with the Bsk9 interaction [56] ob-
tained from a recent global fit to binding energies together
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Single-particle cross sections !sp to the
23Si and 23Al ground states, assuming 1d5/2 neutron- (circles) and
1d5/2 proton-removal (squares) from 24Si at 85.3 MeV/nucleon. Each
point assumes different radius r0 and diffuseness a0 parameters for
the potential used to calculate the nucleon bound-state wave function.
The rsp values used in the physical calculations are shown by the filled
(red) symbols. Cross sections indicated by blue triangles also include
a nonlocality " != 0. Note that the proton orbital radii have been
displaced to smaller values (rsp " 0.5 fm) for display purposes.

For our physical !sp calculations we thus adopt the following
procedure. (1) The bound-state wave functions were calculated
in a Woods-Saxon potential with the depth V0 adjusted to
reproduce the physical separation energy SN + Ex(j# ) to each
final state of interest. (2) The radius parameter r0 of this
potential well is constrained by the rms radius of this orbital as
given by the HF calculations, rHF. Specifically, we require that
r0 generates a wave function with rsp = [A/(A " 1)]1/2rHF
[15] where this fit is made at the HF-predicted separation
energy. (3) Because of the insensitivity to other parameters
we use a fixed diffuseness parameter a0 = 0.7 fm and a
spin-orbit interaction of 6 MeV with the same (r0, a0) as
the central potential. This consistent input, related to nuclear
size, is thus mandatory and is included for all of the systems
studied. We make use of the SkX Skyrme interaction as it
offers good agreement with experiment for several observables
directly related to the nuclear size in both stable and exotic
nuclei. These include the binding energy differences of mirror
nuclei [36], high-energy interaction cross sections [37], and
nuclear charge distributions [38]. In Sec. IV C we will
compare our calculated results for several different Skyrme
parametrizations.

In a limited way, we can also cross reference our procedure
for determining rsp with the values deduced (for even-even
stable nuclei in a similar mass range) from (e, e#p) reactions.
The r0 values used for the analyses of (e, e#p) data are tabulated
in Ref. [4]. For example, with the bound-states parameters,
nonlocality, and potential conventions adopted there, the
resulting rsp values for ground-state-to-ground-state (e, e#p)
knockout from 16O, 40Ca, and 48Ca are 2.954, 3.712, and
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The calculated single particle stripping
cross section divided by the square of the asymptotic normalization
constant (ANC), b2, of the removed nucleon wave function, shown
as a function of rsp for the case of the neutron removal from 24Si. The
calculations have been performed for a wide range of Woods-Saxon
geometries covering a broad range of neutron orbital rms radii. The
geometry adopted for our spectroscopic strength discussion is marked
by the filled (red) circle. The filled squares and triangles (see the text)
correspond to calculations that use nonzero, nonlocality parameters,
", in the potential. If the reaction calculations were sensitive only to
the asymptotic form of the wave functions, then the values of ! str/b2

would be equal for all the potential points shown.

3.58 fm, respectively. Based on the HF procedure discussed
above, we obtain the values 2.903, 3.670, and 3.56 fm, which
are in rather good agreement with these cases. For 12C, which
is rather light for the HF procedure to be expected to work
well, the values were 2.77 and 2.63 fm from Ref. [4] and the
present approach, respectively.

Figure 3 shows, for the case of the neutron removal from
24Si, the single-particle stripping cross section divided by the
square of the asymptotic normalization constant (ANC), b2.
The results, for the wide range of Woods-Saxon potentials
that were shown in Fig. 2, are shown as a function of the rms
radius of the neutron wave functions, rsp. The filled points are
the results for potentials with a nonlocality parameter " > 0,
specifically, with 1.1 ! r0 ! 1.3 fm, a0 = 0.7 fm, " = 1.0
(filled triangles) and with 1.1 ! r0 ! 1.4 fm, a0 = 0.8 fm,
" = 0.5 (filled squares). Unlike simply changing the potential
geometry, these nonlocal cases exclude some of the wave
function from the region of the binding potential and so
alter the interior versus exterior content of the neutron wave
function. As was discussed in connection with Fig. 2, these
nonlocal variations agree with and lie on the (linear) !sp
versus rsp systematics. As in Fig. 2, the solid circle shows the
physical values used here based on our SkX HF prescription.
That the knockout reaction cross section is sensitive to more
than the tail (the asymptotic form and the ANC) of the
neutron wave functions is clear from the dependence of ! str/b2

on the potential model assumed. This dependence shows a
complex behavior with the radius, diffuseness, and nonlocality
parameters. However, as was shown in Fig. 2, this reaction
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Single-particle cross sections !sp to the
23Si and 23Al ground states, assuming 1d5/2 neutron- (circles) and
1d5/2 proton-removal (squares) from 24Si at 85.3 MeV/nucleon. Each
point assumes different radius r0 and diffuseness a0 parameters for
the potential used to calculate the nucleon bound-state wave function.
The rsp values used in the physical calculations are shown by the filled
(red) symbols. Cross sections indicated by blue triangles also include
a nonlocality " != 0. Note that the proton orbital radii have been
displaced to smaller values (rsp " 0.5 fm) for display purposes.

For our physical !sp calculations we thus adopt the following
procedure. (1) The bound-state wave functions were calculated
in a Woods-Saxon potential with the depth V0 adjusted to
reproduce the physical separation energy SN + Ex(j# ) to each
final state of interest. (2) The radius parameter r0 of this
potential well is constrained by the rms radius of this orbital as
given by the HF calculations, rHF. Specifically, we require that
r0 generates a wave function with rsp = [A/(A " 1)]1/2rHF
[15] where this fit is made at the HF-predicted separation
energy. (3) Because of the insensitivity to other parameters
we use a fixed diffuseness parameter a0 = 0.7 fm and a
spin-orbit interaction of 6 MeV with the same (r0, a0) as
the central potential. This consistent input, related to nuclear
size, is thus mandatory and is included for all of the systems
studied. We make use of the SkX Skyrme interaction as it
offers good agreement with experiment for several observables
directly related to the nuclear size in both stable and exotic
nuclei. These include the binding energy differences of mirror
nuclei [36], high-energy interaction cross sections [37], and
nuclear charge distributions [38]. In Sec. IV C we will
compare our calculated results for several different Skyrme
parametrizations.

In a limited way, we can also cross reference our procedure
for determining rsp with the values deduced (for even-even
stable nuclei in a similar mass range) from (e, e#p) reactions.
The r0 values used for the analyses of (e, e#p) data are tabulated
in Ref. [4]. For example, with the bound-states parameters,
nonlocality, and potential conventions adopted there, the
resulting rsp values for ground-state-to-ground-state (e, e#p)
knockout from 16O, 40Ca, and 48Ca are 2.954, 3.712, and
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The calculated single particle stripping
cross section divided by the square of the asymptotic normalization
constant (ANC), b2, of the removed nucleon wave function, shown
as a function of rsp for the case of the neutron removal from 24Si. The
calculations have been performed for a wide range of Woods-Saxon
geometries covering a broad range of neutron orbital rms radii. The
geometry adopted for our spectroscopic strength discussion is marked
by the filled (red) circle. The filled squares and triangles (see the text)
correspond to calculations that use nonzero, nonlocality parameters,
", in the potential. If the reaction calculations were sensitive only to
the asymptotic form of the wave functions, then the values of ! str/b2

would be equal for all the potential points shown.

3.58 fm, respectively. Based on the HF procedure discussed
above, we obtain the values 2.903, 3.670, and 3.56 fm, which
are in rather good agreement with these cases. For 12C, which
is rather light for the HF procedure to be expected to work
well, the values were 2.77 and 2.63 fm from Ref. [4] and the
present approach, respectively.

Figure 3 shows, for the case of the neutron removal from
24Si, the single-particle stripping cross section divided by the
square of the asymptotic normalization constant (ANC), b2.
The results, for the wide range of Woods-Saxon potentials
that were shown in Fig. 2, are shown as a function of the rms
radius of the neutron wave functions, rsp. The filled points are
the results for potentials with a nonlocality parameter " > 0,
specifically, with 1.1 ! r0 ! 1.3 fm, a0 = 0.7 fm, " = 1.0
(filled triangles) and with 1.1 ! r0 ! 1.4 fm, a0 = 0.8 fm,
" = 0.5 (filled squares). Unlike simply changing the potential
geometry, these nonlocal cases exclude some of the wave
function from the region of the binding potential and so
alter the interior versus exterior content of the neutron wave
function. As was discussed in connection with Fig. 2, these
nonlocal variations agree with and lie on the (linear) !sp
versus rsp systematics. As in Fig. 2, the solid circle shows the
physical values used here based on our SkX HF prescription.
That the knockout reaction cross section is sensitive to more
than the tail (the asymptotic form and the ANC) of the
neutron wave functions is clear from the dependence of ! str/b2

on the potential model assumed. This dependence shows a
complex behavior with the radius, diffuseness, and nonlocality
parameters. However, as was shown in Fig. 2, this reaction
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and N dependence. Detailed comparisons for each Z value
are made in Fig. 3. There are several interesting trends. Be-
low A!20 the radii and cross sections lie in a narrow band
above which lie a few points related to the halo nuclei 11Li,
11Be, 14Be, 17B, 19B, and 19C. Beyond A!20 there is an
upward bend in the theoretical curves which is partly re-
flected in the data !see Fig. 3 for a detailed comparison with
each Z value". In Fig. 2 the upward bend is seen to be asso-
ciated with a kink at N!14.
The interaction cross sections are compared with experi-

ment in Fig. 3. In this figure we add 300(Z"2) to experi-
ment and theory in order to display the data for the various Z
values in one figure. All of the calculated cross sections are
multiplied by 0.95 to obtain an optimum overall agreement
with experiment. The agreement with experiment is impres-
sive, even for the halo nuclei 11Li, 11Be, 14Be, 17B, 19B,
and 19C. It has been shown that correlation effects in the
nuclear wave functions which go beyond the simple folding
of the spherical target and projectile densities are important

for the cross sections in halo nuclei #21–23$. Without
these correlations, the calculated cross sections for the two-
neutron halo nuclei, 6He, 11Li, and 14Be are about
10% larger than experiment #21$. It has also been pointed out
that nuclear correlations also should reduce the interaction
cross sections for normal !nonhalo" nuclei #24$. Thus our
empirical reduction factor of 0.95 may be attributed to an
average of the nuclear correlation effects for normal and halo
nuclei.
There are a few details which do not agree within experi-

mental error. One of these is the enhancement in the calcu-
lated 15C and 14B (N!9) cross sections which does not
show up in the experiment trend. The theoretical enhance-
ment is due to the relatively loose binding of the 1s1/2 orbit
!see Table I". Another is the relatively large experimental
cross section for 23O (N!15) compared to theory. Overall,
the data supports the halo nature for some nuclei, as well as
the upward bend at N!14.
The kink at N!14 is related to a change in the self-

consistent potential. Between N!8 and N!14 the 0d5/2 or-
bit is mainly being filled and the neutron density increases at
the nuclear surface. Beyond N!14 neutrons start to occupy
the 1s1/2 orbit which gives an additional interior contribution
to the density on top of that already present from the filled 0s
and 0p orbits. The matter densities for the even-even oxygen
isotopes from N!10 to N!16 are shown in Fig. 4. The
surface density gradually increases as a function of neutron
number and the resulting HF potential for neutrons mono-
tonically increases in radius as a function of neutron number.

FIG. 2. Matter rms radii and interaction cross sections vs neu-
tron number N. Bottom: calculated matter radii. Middle: calculated
interaction cross sections. Top: experimental interaction cross sec-
tions.

FIG. 3. Calculated and experimental interaction cross sections.
The values for Z are separated by the addition of 300(Z"2).

INTERACTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR LIGHT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014612
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junction between the two peaks. The elastic distributions
were then obtained by subtracting the tail of the inelastic
contamination leaking into the elastic peak above the
junction, as determined from a double-Gaussian fit of the
distributions (see Fig. 2). The resulting proton scattering
angle distributions were then corrected for the geometrical
acceptance of the HiRA array within its angular coverage,
obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation. The proton an-
gular distributions obtained from the 9C and 8B elastic
breakup events are shown in Fig. 3. There they are com-
pared with the theoretical predictions from continuum
discretized coupled channel (CDCC) calculations, that
retain the full three-body final-state kinematics of the
target, residue (r) and the diffracted proton. The CDCC
calculations make use of the methodology of Ref. [16] to
calculate the laboratory frame multidifferential cross sec-
tions d3!=d!rd!pdEp of the proton and

8B=7Be residues
that are then integrated over the angular acceptance

("!r ! 21 msr) of the fast, forward-going residue and
all proton energies Ep " 120 MeV. The parameters used
in the CDCC calculations are the same as employed for the
earlier eikonal model results, including the complex
proton-target and residue-target distorting potentials that
were taken as the double- and single-folded interactions
used to generate the corresponding eikonal elastic S ma-
trices. The unobserved cross section between 0# and 10#

could be inferred from the excellent agreement between
the CDCC theory and the observed distributions at larger
angles. Percentages of unobserved cross section of 15(3)%
and 28(5)% were calculated for the 9C and 8B elastic
breakup cross sections, respectively, using the CDCC dis-
tributions. The error bars on the corrections were deter-
mined from the minimum "2 $ 1 uncertainty band, by
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FIG. 2 (color online). Energy sum spectra of the one-proton
knockout residue and the light particles detected in coincidence
in the HiRA detector array for 9C (top) and 8B (bottom)
projectiles. The sharp peak corresponding to elastic breakup is
visible in proton coincidence events, whereas it disappears for
deuteron and other inelastic coincidence events (see text). The
inelastic and elastic components of the fit are shown, as well as
the location of the cut indicated by the double arrow. The tail of
the inelastic component leaking into the elastic peak amounts to
33% and 25% for the 9C and 8B breakups, respectively. The
amount of elastic component leaking into the inelastic peak is
negligible, due to the narrow width of the elastic peak.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Two dimensional spectra of the energy
of protons and of the heavy residue in one-proton knockout
reactions from 9C (top) and 8B (bottom) projectiles, respectively.
The narrow bands of constant energy sum correspond to elastic
breakup whereas other events are associated with inelastic
breakup (see text). The small fluctuations in number of counts
are due to the way the spectra were produced, by adding the data
from the various magnetic rigidity settings used during the
experiment.
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FIG. 2. (a) Experimental momentum distribution (black trian-
gles) in coincidence with the 0.532-MeV " ray. The contribution
from " rays of higher energy, determined from a gate set just above
the peak, has been subtracted. The theoretical distributions [19] are
shown for ! = 0 (dot-dashed), ! = 1 (dashed), and ! = 2 (solid).
They have been transformed to the laboratory system and folded with
the momentum profile shown in Fig. 3. (b) Inclusive momentum
distribution (black dots), shown on the same relative scale as the non
coincident events in Fig. 3. The errors are smaller than the size of the
points.

This offers a larger momentum bite, but at the cost of an
inferior resolution to that using the “dispersion matched”
optics setting. The momentum profile of the incoming 46Ar
beam provided the experimental resolution function shown in
Fig. 3. The dashed line is a fit obtained by folding a square pulse
with a Gaussian, thereby modeling the momentum bite of the
spectrograph. The theoretical momentum distributions [19]
were transformed to the laboratory frame and subsequently
folded with the resolution function. Note that because of this
correction, the ! = 0, 1 shapes in Fig. 2(a) are very similar;
the effect on the wide ! = 3 distribution in Fig. 3(b) is small.

The momentum distribution in coincidence with the
532-keV " ray is shown in Fig. 2. That in coincidence with
the 1.2-MeV " rays was identical and is not shown. These
distributions must represent a superposition of components
with different ! values. The calculation discussed in the fol-
lowing does not permit a precise theoretical fit to the shape, but
the result is consistent with approximately equal contributions
of ! = 0, 1 and ! = 2, 3. The momentum distribution of the
cross section to the ground state of 45Ar, shown in Fig. 3,
was obtained by scaling the distribution in coincidence with
the 0.532-MeV " ray to 50% and subtracting it from the
inclusive momentum spectrum. The conspicuous “tail” toward
low momenta, which is one of the main results reported here,
is not sensitive to the assumed relative intensity.

The theoretical analysis of the partial cross sections is
similar to that of our previous work, as summarized in Ref. [1].
It assumes that the partial cross section for a given final

FIG. 3. The lower panel shows the measured momentum distribu-
tion of the unreacted 46Ar fragments (black squares) and an analytical
fit (dashed). The distribution of the 45Ar ground state residues (black
circles) obtained with a different field setting to exclude the unreacted
46Ar beam particles is compared with theoretical calculations for
! = 1 (dot-dashed), ! = 2 (dashed), and ! = 3 (solid). The upper
panel shows the fraction of events at each momentum detected within
1.1! and a comparison (solid line) with a calculation based on eikonal
theory.

state is

#th = Rs

!
A

A " 1

"N

C2Sj #sp, (1)

where the A-dependent term is a center-of-mass correction
valid for the Nth oscillator shell and C2Sj is the shell-model
spectroscopic factor. The single-particle (unit) cross section
#sp is based on a normalized single-nucleon wave function
and hence a spectroscopic factor of unity [13,14]. It is the sum
of contributions from stripping and diffraction dissociation
detailed in Table I. Finally, the reduction factor Rs relative to
the shell model takes into account couplings that go beyond the
effective-interaction model space used for calculating C2Sj .
For completeness we note that, for the ground-state cross
section, the quantity Rs takes a value of 0.85(12), a result
that we shall not discuss further.

As in previous work, the shell-model spectroscopic factors
were calculated in a configuration-mixed model (see Brown
[15]). The active space had the protons in the sd shell and
the neutrons in the fp shell, with the interaction of Nummela
et al. [16]. The assignments and spectroscopic factors for the
lowest two states are given in Table I. The calculated energy
of the 3

2
"

state was 0.49 MeV, in good agreement with that
measured. The shell model calculation gave two additional
7
2

"
states at 2.40 and 2.70 MeV with spectroscopic factors of

0.26 and 0.99, respectively. Other negative-parity states were
calculated to have spectroscopic factors smaller than 0.1. The
negative-parity levels have not been identified experimentally
and they would account for only a fraction of the cross section
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•  Deeply bound removal	

–  Do we believe the results?	

–  Do we understand current model sensitivities?	

–  What is missing in the current models?	

–  What new experimental tests are required? Higher energy?	

–  Alternatives: transfer, (p,2p)?	


•  Low momentum tails	

–  Why in some cases but not others?	

–  Beam energy dependence?	

–  Reaction mechanism?	


•  Extensions	

–  Greater exclusivity, removed nucleons/target?	

–  CDCC for diffractive breakup	

–  Nucleon energy distributions for stripping?	

–  Core excitation?	


Questions	



